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Note: Write all answers on the answer sheet. 
Part I: Vocabulary    

           

A: Match the sentences with the pictures and write the word in the blank. (1 point) 
  

painting / pottery/ calligraphy/heart attack / craftwoman 
 

                    
1. …………………..        2. ………………..              3. ..……………..          4. ..…………    

1 
 
 

B. Fill in the blanks with the given words. (One word is extra) (3 points) 
 

diversity / vast / unique / discount/ custom/ society/ appreciate 
 

5. You can get a …………. If you buy 5 books. 
 

6. Every year, she spends …... amounts of money on shoes she will never wear. 
 

7. I'm not an artist, but I ……….. fine works   
8. We live in a ……… that values education and hard  

9. It is the ……….. in Iran to take your shoes off when you go into someone's h 
 

10. Each person's fingerprint is ……   

2 

C. One odd out. (1 point)  
11. region / continent/ country/ century 

12. increase/ produce/ create/ dis 

3 
 
 

D. Match the two parts in column A and B (one is extra in B). (1 point) 
            A                                                                              B 

13. Ali has a nice collection ……                   a) needs a skillful and creative person 
                                                                      b) of paintings of all kinds. 

14. Cultural diversity …..                               c) he gets too much sleep on Fridays.  
 

4 
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E. Choose the correct Word. (2 points) 
15. Football is the most …………….. sport in Brazil. 

      a. simple                b. sign                    c. harmful               d. popular 
16. Gold and silver are valuable ……………..  

      a. tiles                    b. liquid                c. arts                      d. metals 
17. Sitting a lot …………… health risks. 

      a. increases             b. decreases          c. hangs out             d. measures 
18. Reza ………………… out with his friends on Fridays. 

      a. watches               b. gains                c. hangs                   d. imagines 

5 

II. Grammar : (1/5 points) 
A: Choose the correct choice. 

19. Sara has…………interesting books in her library. 
      a. a little              b. much                c. many                     d. any 

20. My mother is really good at ................... 
      a. Cook               b. cooking             c. to cook                  d. cooked 

21. Ali ………………… TV for 2 hours. 
      a. has watched       b. watches              c. watched               d. had watched 

22. I’m so ……………… that we’re going to Yazd. 
      a. exciting              b. excite                 c. to excited              d. excited 

23. I told the children ................. so much noise . 
     a. not make             b. not to make       c. don’t make           d. not making 

24. If you study hard, you …………. the exams. 
     a. pass                    b. passed                 c. will pass               d. would pas 

6 
 

B. Choose the correct word in the parentheses. (1 point) 
 

 25. Please buy (a loaf of/a bottle of) bread for breakfast. 

26. I’m (tired/ tiring) of watching television; let’s go for a walk. 

27. She became happy (to see/ seeing) her classmate after ten years. 

28. Sara enjoys (to watch /watching) scientific movies. 

7 

C: Writing Unscramble the following sentence (0/5 point) 
 

29. coffee / sometimes/ a cup of / he/ drinks. 
.....................................................................  

 

30. haven’t/ my homework/ I/ yet/ finished. 
 

8 

 
D.According to picture complete the sentence(0/5point) 

 
31. Jone eats too much and he feels sick. 

       If he………………………،………………………..                    
                       

9 

E. write the antonym of the following words (0/75 point) 
 

32. a. happy: ………… b. buy : ………… c. ugly : ………… 
 

10 
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F. Find two grammatical mistakes and write their correct form in the table. (0/5 point) 
 

33.  I want going home now. 
 

34. Maryam enjoys to listen to music. 

mistakes     
Correct forms     

 
 

11 

J. Use the suffixes and prefixes to make new words. (0/75 point) 
35.  

Suffixes / prefixes im dis re al ous less 
 
 

a. like …………………...          b. possible…………….                  c. danger ...................... 

12 

D: Pronunciation. Which part of the following sentence has Ustrong  stressU(0/5 p 
                                                                                                                              (        

36. Did you say twenty?                                         

37. She is all most thir 

13 
 
 
 
 
 

III. Reading comprehension. (1/5 points) 

A.  Sentence function :         

           

                       A                                                                        B 

38. What does Sina do at home?                                     a. Besides  Persian, 

                                                                                                    I know English and French.                   

               

39. Does she have any hobbies?                                      b.  Iranian craftsmen and  

                                                                                                     Craftswomen  have  made  them.  

40. How much is a Qashqai Gabbeh?                             c.  I am  looking  for  some 

                                                                                                      Iranian    handicrafts.  

41. Who have made these beautiful items?                     d. Yes,  Taking  photo  is her hobby. 

 

42. What languages do you know?                                  e. I know both of them well,  

                                                                                                    But  I  use  English  more.   

43. Can you use English and German fluently?                 

                                                                                                f.  It is  85  dollars. 

 

                                                                                                 g. He does different things like surfing  

                                                                                                    the net and playing computer games.  

14 

B. Cloze passage. (2/5 po 

Read the following passage and decide which choice best fits each space. Then mark  

15 
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answer sheet. 

museum  / artistic / history / create / including / identity 

Art is what people ……44……with imagination and skill. As a part of culture, it shows the way o   

and ……45……of a nation and reflects the ……46…….of a society. In fact, the history of 

humankind is the history of art. If we want to know a country or a nation well, we should study 

its art. Iran has a five-thousand-year-old history of ……47……works and handicrafts 

….…48……..pottery, painting, calligraphy, rugs and carpets, etc. 

C. Read the passage and answer the questions. (2/5 po 
Are you a busy person who is always on the go and doesn't have a lot of time but still wants t   

healthier? Don't worry, you're not alone. Most people want to get healthy,fit, and look younger 

yet they can't seem to find the time for it.  

Here are four tips for healthy living on the go.               يعنی نکات) 

1. Enjoy a glass of water first in the mo 

If you haven't got time for anything else in the morning, make time to drink a big gla   

water. Our body loses a lot of oxygen through the night and to make our cells refresh, we 

need to supply UthemU with water and oxygen. 

2. Get some fresh fruit on your way  

Wherever you're going- whether it's a walk or drive to the supermarket or on your way   

meeting- pick up some fruit and eat them. UThey U contain vitamins and sugar that are 

required for our body. So never forget to have enough servings of fruit every day. 

3. Exercise on th   

If you work in an office, get up every 30 minutes and go for a walk. If you have an office  

stairs, run up and down the stairs every couple of hours. Get your muscles moving and 

your blood flowing. 

4. Deep brea 

When you have time - at your desk, driving, cooking food - do some deep breathing. Exchange of o  

and carbon dioxide is one of the best things we can do for our blood circulation and cells. 

What do the underlined words refe    

49. they:                             ………… 

50. them:                           ……………    

Read the sentences. Under which headings the following ideas are discus   

51. Our body needs water because of losing a lot of oxygen during the night.                         ………… 

52. Move your muscles and improve your blood circulation by doing some  exercise.      …..…… 

16 
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E. Read the passage and answer the questions. (2/5 po 
Languages vary greatly from region to region. They are so different that a person does not under  

the language of someone from another region, country or continent. So, it is not surprising to 

hear that today about 7000 languages exist in the world. There are more than 2000 languages in 

Africa, 1000 in the Americas, more than 2250 in Asia, about 230 in Europe, and more than 1300 

in Australia.  

Native speakers of these languages range in size from very large, with hundreds of millions of spea  

to very small, with fewer than 10 speakers. The most popular language in the world is Chinese. 

More than one billion people in the world speak Chinese. English does not have this number of 

native speakers, but it has around one billion learners around the world. They learn English as 

an international language. 

All languages are really valuable, despite their differences. Every language is an amazing mea   

communication that meets the needs of its speakers. It is impossible to imagine the world without 

language. Therefore, we must respect all languages, no matter how different they are and how 

many speakers they have. 

53. Skim the Reading. Circle the main   
a. All languages are really valuable, despite their differ 

b. The number of native speakers of each language varies from region to r 
c. Languages vary greatly from region to r 

 

54.. English has around one billion native speakers. (True/ False)     (1  
 

55. Languages with very few speakers don’t meet the needs of their speakers.  (True/  
 

Write your answers maximum in two wo   
56. How many languages exist in the w .…….…    ……...….. 

57. Which continent has about 230 langu .……...….. 
58. What is the most popular language in the w …………… 

17 
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